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The Metropolitan
Grand Master heads
up the 10 Bridge Walk

Are you computer literate?
Are you good with people?
Are you nosey?
If you can answer “Yes” to all of the above, we would like to hear
from you. arena, the official Metropolitan Grand Lodge and
Grand Chapter magazine for London masons, is seeking the
services of two bright young masons. To arrange an interview,
please contact the Editor, Bryan Green. arena@metgl.com
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The Freemasons’ Grand
Charity Gives £250,000
to SSAFA Forces Help
A

new annual grant initiative has
been announced at The
Freemasons’ Grand Charity –
£250,000 to a major national charity.
‘Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen and
Families Association (SSAFA) Forces
Help’ is to receive the first grant.
The money is to be divided and
distributed to branches throughout
the country, providing funding at a
local level.
Over the past year The Grand
Charity has received numerous
requests from individual members
asking us to donate to charities
supporting the Armed Forces. The
Council selected SSAFA Forces Help
as the first recipient of a grant
under the new initiative to support
their excellent work in helping
current and former members of the
Armed Forces and their families.
The members approved the grant
of £250,000 for SSAFA Forces Help
at the Annual General Meeting of
The Freemasons’ Grand Charity on
June 9 2010. The aim of this grant is

to support local branches, allowing
them to decide how they spend
their money. They believe that the
people on the ground know best
where to direct these funds, which
will assist hundreds of servicemen
and women past and present, and
their families. The Freemasons’
Grand Charity is dedicated to
finding new ways of grant-making,
in order to provide maximum
benefit to people in need.
Claire Hoather, director of
fundraising at SSAFA said: “We are
over the moon with the funding.
The level of support shown by the
Grand Charity is so positive and
generous. Rather than our central
operations deciding where the
money will be spent, each regional
office will be allocated part of the
funding, and they will decide how
it can be used to serve the local
area. With our Armed Forces
involved in conflict at the moment,
it is vital that we can support them
and their families as much as

possible. At the SSAFA, we focus on
providing help wherever it is
needed. Our regional managers will
assess what services should to be
provided to Armed Forces
personnel, and ex-military
servicemen. We will then use the
money awarded by The Grand
Charity to find a solution.”
Ms Hoather added that services
could include projects such as
providing practical and emotional
support, organising and funding
home adaptations, or short stay
accommodation for families visiting
injured relatives.
Laura Chapman, chief executive
of The Freemasons’ Grand Charity,
said: “The immensely valuable work
carried out by SSAFA Forces Help is
widely supported within the
Masonic community, and this latest
grant is further evidence of our
benevolent commitment in support
of the armed services.”u
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SSAFA Chairman Sir Kevin
O’Donoghue and the Vice President,
her Grace the Duchess of Wellington
receiving the Cheque for £250,000
from the Freemasons’ Grand Charity
President Graham Elliot CBE at the
recent AGM of the SSAFA.
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‘One Day’s Service,
A Lifetime of Support’
INTRODUCTION
The Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen and
Families’ Association (SSAFA) Forces
Help is the leading national charity
committed to helping and
supporting those who serve in our
Armed Forces, those who used to
serve, and the families of both.
SSAFA provides a reliable, caring
and trusted service to more than
50,000 people each year through a
network of professionally trained staff
(approximately 700, including health
and social work staff) and 6,200
volunteers. This includes practical
and financial assistance, emotional
support and a wide range of services
to ensure that SSAFA Forces Help
makes a real difference wherever
there is a need and whenever
anybody turns to them for help.
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WHO WE HELP
The qualifying period for assistance
from SSAFA Forces Help is just one
day’s service in any of our Armed
Forces, as well as close relatives,

widows and widowers. This includes
everyone who has served in our
Reserve Forces and anyone who did
National Service. As such, SSAFA
Forces Help is uniquely placed to
help members of our Armed Forces
from the day they join until the day
they die.
HISTORY
SSAFA Forces Help was established
in 1885 by Colonel James Gildea.
It has therefore been here to help
servicemen and women and their
families from as early as the Boer
War right through to current
operations in Iraq and Afghanistan
and including all the conflicts of the
twentieth century. Throughout its
history SSAFA (originally SSFA until
1918) has adapted to meet the
changing need of Britain’s Armed
Forces and society at large.
Major (later Colonel, Sir) James
Gildea, an officer of the Royal
Warwickshire Regiment, initially
wrote a forceful letter to The Times

appealing for funds and volunteers
to look after the families left behind
when the Second Expeditionary
Force (to Egypt) was formed.
Another charity, the Forces Help
Society was formed in 1899 to
support men discharged from the
Army, often wounded and unable to
support themselves or their
dependants. (After nearly 100 years
of working together, the two
charities amalgamated in 1997).
In its early years, SSAFA created
the forerunner of the district

SSAFA helps those currently serving and
their families as well as ‘veterans.’
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THE SERVING COMMUNITY:
INCREASING THE TEMPO
The care and support of SSAFA Forces
Help for our serving Armed Forces is
as significant now as it was when the
charity was established in 1885.
Indeed, the high tempo of current
military operations, such as Iraq and
Afghanistan, means that it is perhaps
more important than ever that they
are there whenever help is needed.

CASE STUDY – LAUREN
Lauren, 14, has lived with her
grandmother after both her parents
died. Lauren’s father was killed while
serving with the Royal Engineers in
Bosnia in 1996 and her mother died
when Lauren was just 5 years old. Her
grandmother was struggling to cope
financially when she approached SSAFA
Forces Help for assistance.
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CASE STUDY – WALLY HARRIS
Wally, 89, was awarded the Military
Medal for bravery for his part in a
dramatic battle outside Brussels on
September 3rd, 1944. Later the D-Day
veteran, who had served with the Royal
Electrical and Mechanical Engineers, had
a platoon within the Army Training
Regiment named after him. Wally is the
main carer for his wife Dolly, and when
the couple needed a break he contacted
SSAFA Forces Help.

‘Stepping Stone Homes’ for separated
Service families.

SSAFA Forces Help is contracted
by the MoD to provide both health
and social work services to
members of our Armed Forces and
their families, particularly those
serving overseas. Our health
professionals include midwives,
health visitors, practice nurses
and pharmacists in Germany,
Cyprus, Gibraltar, Brunei, Nepal
and Canada.
In addition to this core work, we
provide a Confidential Support Line,
offering advice and assistance to
serving personnel and their families.
The charity also delivers special
needs holidays for disabled children
of Armed Forces families and their
siblings, a registered Adoption Service
and short stay accommodation at our
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nursing service by providing fully
qualified nurses to visit the homes
of serving men.
The charity was not long formed
when it faced, in 1899, the
challenge of the South African
(Boer) War. In the first three years of
the conflict it distributed £1.2
million to more than 206,000
widows and dependants.
By the time of World War I,
SSAFA’s number of volunteer
workers had risen to 50,000.
Financial assistance totalled
£1million+, in particular to help
widows and dependents left
destitute when their men had died
in the trenches.
During World War II, 29,000
voluntary workers dispensed
£1 million a year, in addition to
clothing and temporary
accommodation for families.
By the end of the war it had also
established 16 homes for orphans.

SUPPORTING THOSE WHO
SERVE
• A professional health service. 350
health professionals providing the
community health service for the
serving community in Germany,
Cyprus, Gibraltar, Brunei, Nepal
and Canada. They are funded
through the MoD.
• A professional social work service
under contract from the MoD to
the military community overseas
and in part of the UK. This
service employs more than 100
social work staff, including more
than 70 fully qualified social
workers.
• A registered adoption agency
available to all those in the
serving community who are
thinking about adopting a child,
placing a child for adoption or
who are themselves adopted
and are looking for advice or
support.
• Additional Needs & Disability
Support, including four holidays
each year for children with
additional needs and their siblings.
• Practical support and confidential
befriending to Service personnel
and their families experiencing a
wide range of problems. They
have more than 50 in-Service
ISSUE 3
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THE EX-SERVICE COMMUNITY:
RESPONDING TO CHANGE
Care and assistance for our exService community is at the heart of
SSAFA Forces Help’s work. Last year
alone, their network of trained
volunteers supported more than
50,000 cases, enabling them to
deliver both financial assistance and
practical and emotional support to
those suffering and in need. In
addition to this vital work, they also
help to organise and fund home
adaptations and specialised
equipment, they run a care home
for the elderly, provide purpose
built bungalows for disabled people
SUMMER 2010
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and offer a Housing Advisory
Service.
As the number of Second World
War veterans decline, they have
worked hard to ensure that they are
able to meet the needs of a new
generation of ex-Servicemen and
women. The ‘contemporary veteran’
has served in later conflicts and
operations, such as the Falklands
War, Northern Ireland and the Gulf
War, and often presents with new
and different problems. These
include homelessness, social
exclusion, mental health problems,
drug and alcohol abuse and debt.
In addition to contemporary
veterans, we have recently targeted
other groups who we support and
assist, including National
Servicemen and widows, to ensure
that they know that they are eligible
for their help. Prompted by the
increasing use of reservists and
members of the Territorial Army in
current operations, they are also
working hard to ensure that both
they and their families know that
they can turn to SSAFA Forces Help
in times of need.
SUPPORTING THE EX-SERVICE
COMMUNITY
• Experienced, non-judgemental,
friendly and confidential advice.
• Financial assistance for a wide
range of needs:

– Helping those entitled to apply
for state and local benefits and
war pensions or to review
existing state pensions.
– Seeking monetary support from
civilian and Service charities
and benevolent funds and
making grants from their own
resources.
• Help in organising and funding
home adaptations or special
equipment for the disabled which
cannot be obtained from statutory
sources.
• Practical and emotional support
for those who are lonely,
bereaved or ill.
• Housing. A residential care home
on the Isle of Wight, purpose-built
bungalows for those with
disabilities but still capable of
independent living and a home in
London for officers’ widows and
unmarried daughters. A Housing
Advisory Service for ex-Service
personnel.u

CASE STUDY – CLINTON WEEKS
Clinton served with the Parachute
Regiment during the Falklands War.
It may have been over 25 years ago but
he is still suffering the mental scars of
the conflict. When SSAFA met him
Clinton was unable to sleep due to the
nightmares that resulted from his PTSD.
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committees worldwide and 25
community volunteer groups in
the UK alone.
Short stay supported
accommodation for families
visiting injured relatives at the
Defence Medical Rehabilitation
Centre, Headley Court, and the
Royal Centre for Defence
Medicine, Selly Oak.
Short stay supported
accommodation for separated
women, with or without children,
who are serving, ex-Service or
dependants.
A Family Escort Service to assist
Service families and their
dependants who need assistance
travelling to, from and within the
UK.
A Confidential Support Line
offering support and advice for
serving and former members of
the Armed Forces and their
families, who wish to talk, in
confidence and outside the
military chain of command. The
line is available every day of the
year.
Family Support Groups for those
who have been bereaved and
those who are dealing with
serious injury to a loved one. The
tri-service groups meet regularly
offering mutual support,
information and advice.
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Editor’s Comment
T

he more observant of you will
have noticed that arena did
not appear for the winter issue. This
was because our distribution
methods were undergoing a
complete overhaul. We had learned,
with some concern, that only a
small minority of London masons
were actually aware of the existence
of arena. This, it transpired was
because the distribution network
was not doing its job. I am pleased
to say that this has now been
rectified and we are able to say with
some confidence, that all London
masons will now have easy access
to arena. We have also made it
possible for arena to be downloaded
and printed in hard copy either in
full colour, or for those who want to
conserve their colour cartridges, in
black and white. We hope that this
will satisfy the many readers who
have commented that their
enjoyment of arena would be
greatly enhanced if they were able
to download and read it without
actually having to turn on their
computers.

Due to the long period of time that
has passed since we last published,
most of the letters sent in to us after
the last issue are no longer relevant.
There was however, one letter which
touched on a topic that is both
perennial and controversial. Add to
this the devastating effect of
unsubstantiated rumour and
suddenly the issue gains importance
and is certainly worthy of publishing,
regardless its date of origin.
My Editor’s Comment for this
issue is therefore being given over
entirely to this letter which is
printed in its entirety below. I wish
to make it clear that I have not
edited the letter in any way
whatsoever; it is printed exactly as I
received it last February. The writer
does not wish to remain anonymous
because, as he points out, he is only
repeating what he has heard. He
does not personally subscribe to the
views contained in the letter; on the
contrary, he is anxious to do all that
he can to bring this topic into the
open so that it may be properly
dealt with once and for all.

I think it important to emphasise
that this letter was sent to me via
email on 16th February 2010.
Dear W Bro. Bryan,
You have mentioned that arena is
always happy to consider
controversial items for publication.
I do not mind being controversial
and do have something to report
from the Chair of my London
Lodge. It affects London Masons
and the new Metropolitan Grand
Lodge.
At the Festive Board on the top
table, I overheard a conversation
between two disgruntled (London)
Grand Officers who had each
independently stepped down as
Official Visitors because of what
they thought they heard the new
Metropolitan Grand Master, RW Bro.
Russell Race say, or what they
thought he implied by what he said,
at a meeting last year. They neither
have anything to gain. I do not
believe they want active Grand
Officer Rank, both being
comfortable with Grand Rank.

The birth of a rumour:
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I have not spoken to them about
this email and am sure that they
wish to remain anonymous for now.
This may be a good opportunity
to have something clarified for
everyone’s benefit as this is not the
first time I have heard this elitism
fear mentioned, the new MetGL has
to navigate difficult waters on its
way and Grand Rank selection is
always going to cause no end of
discussion. I was not at the original
meeting, so I do not know what was
actually said.
The implication was that in
future all appointments to Grand
Rank in London will only be made
to those brethren who have
attended the right kind of school.
To be fair to everyone involved this
could also be interpreted, that in
future appointments to Grand Rank
in London will only be made to
educated brethren unlike these two
particular London appointed Grand
Rank masons. One of who has had
Grand Rank for a while the other a
lot longer, but both still active and
involved in the Lodge. I know this
covers an awful lot of ground as
they were not specific about active
rank, past rank or those conducting
official visits, but the inference was
clear.

arena
I am certain this was not the
MGM’s intention and his words
have just been misinterpreted but a
new broom . . ., the important thing
is brethren are having these
thoughts and we all have a duty to
help stop them. My hope is that
eventually I can communicate the
true meaning to the brethren
concerned. This kind of elitism is of
course completely against the idea
of equality, we as masons, practice
when we meet on the level. Grand
Rank selection for 1,000 London
Lodges must be difficult, but should
be for all the right reasons, but
always open to everyone.
I will be interested to see how
you, and perhaps W Bro. Geoff Gillo
and the rest of the Metropolitan
Grand Lodge team deal with this
one.
This is not just a ‘rumour’ Two
London Grand Rank masons, who
have enjoyed Official visiting, now
feel alienated, not part of the new
Metropolitan Grand Rank team and
honestly believe that in the future
the ‘salt of the earth’ type of London

Grand Rank masons days are
numbered. We all know that most
administrative roles in freemasonry
require a high level of skill and
assiduity, but committees of mixed
ability and skills still produce the
best results.
I personally have witnessed RW
Bro. Russell Race install a friend of
mine into the chair at a private
Lodge meeting in November last
year and have nothing but praise for
him and the way he conducted the
ceremony and the skill he use.
Some inclusive words may be all
that is needed.
S&F
W Bro. Alistair McGawn Lees,
Royal Albert Lodge No. 907.

MetGM RW Bro. Russell Race replies:
Dear Bro. Alistair McGawn Lees,
Many thanks for your note, and
for bringing to my attention a
misconception about the honours
appointments in MetGL, and
particularly Grand Rank.
At all levels of honours in
London, from London Rank up to
Grand Rank, and their Royal Arch
equivalents, the sole criterion for
appointment is past service given
to London lodges and chapters,
and the likelihood of future
service to the Craft and/or Royal
Arch.

SUMMER 2010

There is no question of Grand
Rank appointments or promotions
being limited to a select number of
so-called elite lodges or chapters.
Recommendations from all lodges
and chapters are commented upon
by VOs and SVOs before being
passed up the chain to me for final
consideration. I and my colleagues
then assess these
recommendations in the light of
the very limited number of first
appointments and promotions
which we have in London, taking
account particularly of the breadth

of service given by the nominees
and their service to the wider
community. All candidates for first
appointment to Grand Rank are
seen by an AMetGM who has a
chance to assess their merits in
comparison with others on the list.
I hope that a glance at the list of
appointments in recent years will
clearly demonstrate that honours
are widely spread across lodges
and chapters.
Fraternally yours,
Russell Race
Metropolitan Grand Master
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Shooting
Stars!

METROPOLITAN
GRAND LODGE
OF LONDON

Great day for London
as first-time Hosts for
the National Masonic
Clay Shooting
Championships.

W

elcoming 122 shooters and
guests from all over the UK,
the Metropolitan Grand Lodge Clay
ShootingAssociation (MetGLCSA)
were first-time hosts for the 6th
National Masonic Clay Shooting
Championships held at
E J Churchill’s superb shooting
ground at High Wycombe, Bucks
on Saturday June 26th.
In near perfect weather
conditions the 100-Bird Sporting
contest was hard-fought over a
course of twelve challenging stands

Lucy, the event organiser at
E J Churchill showing off the
silverware.
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Brian Saidman with Stuart
Henderson MetG Sec.

by Masonic teams from
Bedfordshire, Cornwall, East Kent,
Essex, Hertfordshire, Leicestershire
& Rutland, Middlesex, Surrey,

Sussex and West Lancashire with the
MetGLCSA putting up a contingent
of 27 team members to shoot for
London.
Not to be outdone, there were
guest teams from Hertfordshire
(the Braughing Bangers), Dorset
(the Dorseteers) and London (the
Super Vitruvians, Boston Elm Wood
and the Coutts Boys). We were also
delighted to welcome Ladies from
Middlesex, Hertfordshire, London
and Sussex and two competing
Junior shooters from London and
Hertfordshire.
At the end of a tremendous
contest, with over 12,000 clays
having been shot at, only ten clays
separated the top three Masonic
Provincial teams. Surrey, the
defending Champions from 2009,
managed to hold onto the frailest of
ISSUE 3
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The Patron of the MetGLCSA,
Charles Grace wearing his
team shirt.
leads and retain the trophy with a
score of 256 ex-300, making
Cornwall, led by Vic Marsh and his
17-strong contingent, runners-up
with 254, whilst the hosts
MetGLCSA stormed through into a
hard-fought 3rd place with 246.
Masonic High Gun was taken by
Graham Walker of Bucknill Lodge
No.4527 (Surrey) with a superb 89
ex-100, and with Runner-up, Andy
Seddon of Hoo Saint Werburgh
Lodge No.4829 (Cornwall) just one
clay behind on a marvellous 88.
MetGLCSA High Gun was Terry
Harris of Vitruvian Lodge No. 87
with a fighting 84.
Following a sumptuous buffet
lunch which was thoroughly

enjoyed by all, E.Comp Charles
Grace, Deputy Metropolitan Grand
Superintendent and Patron of the
MetGLCSA, kindly officiated at the
prize-giving having thanked all
present for their tremendous
support and the Honorary Shooting
Captain of the MetGLCSA, Brian
Saidman, for having arranged such a
successful day.
We were later delighted to
confirm that £2,500 had been raised
for the Royal Masonic Benevolent
Institution.
Photographs taken at the event,
courtesy Henry Hobson, will be
posted on the MetGLCSA website
along with a full score card at
www.metcsa.org u

Place Province

Score

1st

Surrey

256

2nd

Cornwall

254

3rd

Metropolitan

246

4th

East Kent

239

5th

West Lancs

238

6th

Bedfordshire

235

7th

Hertfordshire

227

8th

Sussex

225

9th

Middlesex

214

10th

Essex

214

11th

Leicestershire & Rutland 246

MetGLCSA team ready to shoot
for London!
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The Metropolitan Grand
Charity Steward announces
the launch of the new
London Charity appeal
T

he aim of the new Metropolitan
Charity appeal is to raise nearly
three million pounds on behalf of
The Barts and Royal London
Hospital Trust, which it is hoped
will enable them to purchase a ‘state
of the art’ CyberKnife Robotic
Radiosurgery System, and a 4-D CT
Simulator; more familiarly known
as a CAT Scanner.
The CyberKnife Robotic
Radiosurgery System allows
specialist oncologists to treat
tumours and other conditions
painlessly and without the need for
an operation, treatment that until
recently was only available to
private patients. It uses a pencil
beam of radiation which can be
directed at any part of the body via
a robotic arm. The treatment is so
accurate that it is possible to treat
tumours previously thought to be
inoperable. The advantages and
patient values are substantial.
As there is no open surgery,
complications normally associated
with an operation are eliminated,
most patients leave hospital the
same day, recovery time is reduced,
the treatment is suitable for those
patients not well enough to cope
with side effects and the whole
procedure is less stressful for the
patient.
The 4-D CT Simulator, or CAT
scanner, comes with special
software which measures patient’s
movements during rest, enabling
12

doctors to treat smaller tumours
with greater accuracy by planning
radiation treatment around patient
movements. It is especially useful
for lung, breast and some
gastrointestinal cancers.
The Metropolitan Grand Charity
Steward W.Bro. Stratton Richey, is
certain that following the
outstanding success of the last
Metropolitan Masonic charity
appeal, which raised nearly six and
half million pounds for the RMBI,
London Masons, through their
respective Lodges and Chapters, will
rise to meet this new challenge in
the certain knowledge that their
contributions will help and support
the medical staff of these two great
London hospitals, in their fight
against cancer.

A representative of the two
London hospitals added, “Cancer
can affect any one of us at any time.
We are grateful that London Masons
have chosen to support us in our
relentless fight against cancer.
These two pieces of equipment are
badly needed, having them will
make a big difference in helping us
to save the lives of cancer sufferers.
An awards scheme is to be
introduced to acknowledge the level
of contributions made by individual
Lodges and Chapters, starting at
Foundation level and rising to
Grand Patron. There is also to be a
special award for ‘Outstanding
Achievement’, which will be
presented to representatives of
qualifying Lodges and Chapters at
the respective AGMs.u

The CyberKnife System delivers
unprecedented targeting accuracy
anywhere in the body.
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Metropolitan Golf
Society inaugural event
goes with a swing
T

he inaugural Metropolitan
Grand Lodge Golf Society
competition took place on Thursday
27th May at the Rochester &
Cobham Golf Club.
This annual event will be played
for the Andrew Henderson
Memorial Cup and was won this
year by Sheetal Chatrath of Equator
Lodge 8675, with an excellent round
of 74 (42 points), which included
birdies at the 3rd and 11th. A close
second, also with 42 points, was
Mark Lee of Clapham Lodge 1818.
Andy Atherton won the guests’
prize, with a very creditable round
of 83 (35 points).
We had many other players with
handicaps ranging from 8 to 28, who
enjoyed good company and a great
afternoon’s golf.

Sheetal Chatrath receives the Andrew
Henderson Memorial Cup.
Six teams played individual, full
handicap stableford, the weather
was kind, no heat wave, but a very
pleasant afternoon. The prize giving
took place at 7.30, after which
everyone enjoyed a great meal, in

the superb clubhouse at this
Championship course. Society
Captain Bob Hancock said
“Everyone enthused about the
whole event”. u
Tony Hawley, Secretary

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipiscing elit. Sed tincidunt.
The Nineteenth Hole! Tony Hawley is the
second gentleman in on the right.
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MetGL News
Metropolitan Grand
Master’s Guidance
on The Royal Arch Tie
UGLE AND SGC APPROVALS
At the Annual Investiture of UGLE
in April 2010, the MW The Grand
Master announced that the new
Royal Arch tie, approved by the
Committee of General Purposes of
Supreme Grand Chapter, could be
worn in future in Craft Lodges.
This emphasises the indissoluble
link that exists in English
Freemasonry between the Craft and
the Royal Arch.
There is no change in the current
practice that only the Craft tie or a
plain black tie is permitted at
meetings of the Grand Lodge. The
new Royal Arch tie may be worn at
meetings of Supreme Grand Chapter.
It was also resolved that the
Metropolitan Grand Master may at
his discretion issue guidance about
wearing the tie within the
Metropolitan area.
METROPOLITAN GUIDELINES
As Metropolitan Grand Master and
Metropolitan Grand Superintendent,
Russell J. Race DL has directed that:
METROPOLITAN LODGES
AND CHAPTERS
• Brethren or Companions, who are
members of Metropolitan Lodges
or Chapters, may wear the
Metropolitan tie, the Craft tie, the
new Royal Arch tie, a plain black
tie or the appropriate livery,
regimental or old school tie, at
meetings or convocations of
Metropolitan Craft lodges or
Metropolitan Royal Arch chapters.
METROPOLITAN MEETINGS
• Metropolitan brethren and
companions attending the Annual
Meeting, Annual Convocation
14

and LR & LGR Investiture of
Metropolitan Grand Lodge or
Metropolitan Grand Chapter
should wear the founder’s or nonfounder’s version of the
Metropolitan tie.
METROPOLITAN DUTIES
• Metropolitan Officers discharging
duties for or on behalf of
Metropolitan Grand Lodge or
Metropolitan Grand Chapter
should wear the founder’s or non
founder’s version of the
Metropolitan tie. This applies, for
example, to bi/centenaries,
banner dedications,
amalgamations, consecrations,
presentation of certificates and
official visits by a VO, SVO,
MetGInspector or AMetGM.
REMINDER
• The Metropolitan tie, in either
version, may not be worn outside
the Metropolitan area, without
prior agreement in writing from
the appropriate Provincial Grand
Secretary.
Russell J Race DL
Metropolitan Grand Master
Metropolitan Grand Superintendent
18 June 2010

Metropolitan Masons
launch new external
relations project
Metropolitan Grand Lodge and
Chapter have formed an external
relations team, and in September is
launching a website aimed at nonMasons; the URL will be
www.londonmasons.org.uk. The site
is designed to explain Freemasonry
to the general London public,
including those who might be
interested in joining the Craft. Its
style will be similar to that of Grand

Lodge’s newly-upgraded, userfriendly website, www.ugle.org.uk.
Richard Regan, Assistant
Metropolitan Grand Master
responsible for external relations, is
in overall charge of the new project.
As he says, “With some 2000 Lodges
and Chapters and over 40,000
members, a third of the entire Craft,
Metropolitan Grand Lodge has a
major role to play in showing our
open-ness to the public. It is also
vital to show that London
Freemasons are not distanced from
the wider community but are
actively supporting it”.
A special ‘In The Community’
webpage will showcase Masons’
many contributions to the broader
London community, and there is
also information about the Craft
which might encourage readers to
think about joining the Craft. The
website will be updated frequently,
and London Lodges and Chapters
are encouraged to submit snippets
and news items for inclusion by
sending them to David Neale (see
below).
The key members of the external
relations team are:
• Geoff Gillo, at metio@metgl.com
who co-ordinates the work of the
external relations team;
• David Neale, at
webpr@metgl.com, who is the
webmaster for the new site;
• David Swain, at
communityrelations@metgl.com,
who co-ordinates the activities of
nominated Community Relations
Officers (CROs) covering different
boroughs and Masonic meetingplaces. He is keen to hear from
anyone interested in helping to
liaise with their local press.
• Andy Britton, at
eventsrelations@metgl.com who
is liason with the Metropolitan
Events team u
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Walking the Walk
The MetGM RW Bro. Russell Race declares The 10 Bridge
Walk in aid of Richard House Children’s Hospice an
unqualified success having raised a little over £13,200.

A

definite air of fun and
expectation – and not a little
apprehension – as well over 100
walkers assembled by the bandstand
on Clapham Common on a Sunday
morning in May. Weather set fair –
a little too fair as the temperature
rose later on – and most of us took
on board supplies of soft drinks and
cereal bars to fuel us for the journey
ahead.
Once under way, a long trek
north to the river, and then
eastwards over a seemingly endless
succession of bridges and towpaths.
Groups of walkers came together
and then broke up as the pace
varied and the strong and fleet of
foot were sorted from those who
preferred to amble – or stop off for

other forms of liquid refreshment!
Obviously a big charity day in Town,
as we met hundreds of bikers
heading in the opposite direction
raising money for the Stroke
Association. Lots of cheery waves
between the two groups.
From Westminster Bridge on, the
going was not only very hot – as the
sun darted its rays with meridian
splendour – but also seriously
hampered by tourists of all shapes
and sizes who seemed determined
to travel at 1 mph and take up the
entire pavement in doing so.
Second wind achieved with the
help of a pit stop at the Festival Hall
for further water, etc and then on to
Tower Bridge to check in and be
greeted by the welcome sight of

Graham Roper – and yet more
water. Exactly three hours for the 10
miles plus, followed by a gentle
train journey home and the reward
of something a little stronger than
water.
Amazingly, no after effects for
feet or muscles, but only a feeling of
great gratitude, to those masons
who joined me on the trip, and also
to those London lodges, chapters
and individual members whose
generous support for us all ensured
that the final sum achieved for this
fantastic cause far exceeded the
organisers’ expectations. Someone
did mention the possibility of a 12
Bridges walk next year; any
volunteers…?! u
Russell Race, MetGM

The MetGM Russell Race and a fellow
walker being welcomed at the conclusion
of the walk by Graham Roper .
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The other
degrees in
Freemasonry
W

hen I was raised to the
sublime degree of a Master
Mason, I had already been made
aware of the existence of the Royal
Arch, and just seven weeks later
I was exalted into my mother
Chapter. In the years that followed,
I occasionally overheard hushed
voices talking about various other
orders, often with enigmatic names,
but I was content; I was a member
of what the BoC describes as “pure
ancient Masonry” and I was happy
to limit my masonic involvement at
that time, to the degrees that I
knew. This was to remain the case
until the summer of 2004, when I
was advanced into the order of Mark
Master Masons. This inevitably led
to my elevation into the Ancient
and Honourable Fraternity of Royal
Ark Mariners some three years
later; however, my knowledge of the
other degrees in freemasonry
remained sketchy.
My lack of knowledge of the
other degrees was to cause me some
embarrassment when, whilst on
holiday, my wife and I met up with
another couple and it transpired
that the husband was a freemason.
On learning that I was a Grand
Officer in both the Craft and the
Royal Arch, he chose to seek my
advice on which of the other
16

masonic degrees he should consider
joining and pointed out that he had
only been a mason for about five
years. It was at this point that I
suddenly realised how little I knew
of masonry outside of the Craft and
the Royal Arch. I wasted no time in
directing him towards the Royal
Arch, making it clear that this was a
vital step in his masonic
development; I was however,
obliged to come clean on my
inability to advise him further and
swiftly changed the subject.
Having been confronted by my
own lack of knowledge regarding
the other degrees, it occurred to me
that I was probably not alone and
that there must be plenty of other
masons out there who were
similarly unapprised. I decided it
was time to find out more about
these other degrees and it was then
that I decided to feature this topic in
arena.
I feel it important to point out
that arena does not intend for this,
or any other feature that we might
publish on the other degrees in
masonry, to be more than
informative. The decision to join
other degrees must always remain
the sole prerogative of the
individual and we neither promote
nor oppose membership of any of

the other degrees. We do however,
strongly recommend that every
mason should join the Royal Arch;
indeed, admission to a number of
the other degrees in masonry can
only be achieved via membership of
the Royal Arch.
In future issues of arena we
will be examining some of the
other orders in more detail under
the expert guidance of very
senior members of the orders
concerned.
As a beginning, we have printed
a chart which illustrates the inter
relationship of the various masonic
orders and degrees. Some of these
degrees originated many years ago,
others more recently; indeed a new
order came into being just a couple
of months ago. Some of the orders
are restricted to followers of the
Christian faith whilst others, in
common with the Craft and the
Royal Arch, are multidenominational.
In future issues we hope to
explain a little more about the other
degrees in masonry and by so doing,
perhaps lift the cloak of mystery
under which they are sometimes
hidden.u
Bryan Green
Editor
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The Inter-relation of the Various Masonic Orders & Degrees
(Installation Ceremonies are shown *)
The COMPLETE Route to any Degree or Order may be found by aggregating ALL the
arrows leading to it.

Craft
E
F
M

Royal Arch

W

*
COMP

J

H

Z

*

*

*

Holy Royal Arch
Templar Priests

3
By Name

United Orders
of The Temple
and Hospital

Eminent
Preceptor

KT

RCC

KHS

MPS

*

*

NE
Ultra

Order of
K.B.H.C.
Eminent
Prior

Viceroy

High
Priest

*

*

KM

Red Cross of
Constantine

KTP

*

Knight of Constantinople
Grand Tyler of Solomon

WM

St. Lawrence The Martyr

Allied Masonic
Degrees

*

Red Cross of Babylon
Grand High Priest

Royal and Select
Masters

Select
Master

I

Operatives

Mark Master
Masons

II

Royal Order
of Scotland

4th to 17th
by name

Societas
Rosicruciana
in Anglia

I

IV

*

VI

V

VII

WC

2

*

MWS

18

Bro. of The Royal
Order of Heredom

1

III

Silver
Trowel

TIM

*
RAM

Order of
Secret Monitor

Most
Super
Excellent Excellent
Master
Master

WM

MMM

Royal Ark
Mariners
Ancient and
Accepted Rite

Royal
Master

*

19th to 29th
by name

30

31

32

33

Knight of Rosy Cross

3S

Order of ERI
Order of
Scarlet Cord

II

III

Masonic Order
of Athelstan

IV

VI

V

Eminent
Prior

VII

*

VIII

IX

W.M.

Chart reproduced by kind permission of VW Bro. Brian Vickers PGSuptWks (PGSwdB)
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